Umeå Center for Molecular Medicine, Umeå University, SE-901 87 Umeå , Sweden. E-mail: Simon.Tuck@ucmm.umu.se DOI: 10.1016/j.cub.2011. 11.009 Fly Vision: Moving Into the Motion Detection Circuit The Reichardt detector model for fly motion vision has been around for more than 50 years, but a cellular implementation of the model has not yet been discovered. Detailed reconstruction of serial electron-microscopy sections has now revealed a circuit that might well provide the cellular basis for directional selectivity in motion vision.
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For a problem to become really famous, it needs to be important, interesting, and unsolved for a long time. This is what happened, for example, in mathematics, when Pierre de Fermat formulated his innocent-looking theorem stating that for n larger than 2, no integer solutions for x, y, and z can be found to hold the relationship x n + y n = z n . Almost 350 years had to pass before Andrew Wiles published the proof of the theorem, a story which even found its way into popular science books. In neuroscience, a problem was formulated about 50 years ago that was again innocent at first sight, but which has proved to be hard to crack. This problem deals with direction selectivity in motion vision -the capability of nerve cells to respond differently when a visual object moves in one or in the opposite direction. At an algorithmic level, this problem was readily solved 'in principle', but which neurons do the required computations, and precisely how they do so, has been a longstanding problem in neuroscience. A study [1] reported in this issue of Current Biology might change that, providing a circuit diagram the connectivity of which could serve as a substrate for the computation of direction selectivity.
The central problem of motion vision was first formulated by two teams, one working on orientation behavior of a beetle [2] , and one studying ganglion cells of the rabbit retina [3] . It is an important problem because directionally selective neurons are found within almost all species that have eyes helping the animal to catch prey, avoid predators and navigate safely through the environment. It is also an interesting problem because a single photoreceptor is non-directional -it responds the same way, whether a bar is moving from right to left or from left to right ( Figure 1A,B) . A computation must therefore take place in the nervous system, somewhere between the photoreceptor output and the directional response of the neuron under consideration. This is a neat example of a neural computation, an example that is non-trivial, yet not too complex. Indeed, both teams soon came up with a similar model that does the required job ( Figure 1C ). In essence, both these models create a directional response by comparing the output of two adjacent photoreceptors after one of them has been delayed. While that represents a formal solution of the problem, finding the neurons that correspond to the various model elements -a 'delay line' and a comparison stage -and pinning down the biophysical mechanisms by which such operations are implemented in the neural wetware turned out to be far less trivial.
In both systems, the vertebrate retina as well as the fly visual system, the main obstacle to progress has been the small size of the neural processes intermingled between the photoreceptor layer and the one where directional signals could be recorded, effectively prohibiting electrical recording from them. This situation has left the problem lingering around in the literature unsolved for half a century. In recent years, however, the problem of direction selectivity received a huge push forward. In the vertebrate retina, two-photon calcium imaging identified the branches of radially symmetric, so-called 'starburst amacrine cells', as the primary site where direction selectivity is created [4] , and dense reconstruction from electron micrograph stacks revealed an asymmetric connectivity of these branches onto ganglion cells [5] , in precisely the way that is required to create the directionally selective signal first recorded in these cells 50 years ago.
In the fly visual system, genetic silencing of small candidate neurons in Drosophila proved to be the door-opener. Combining that with either a behavioral read-out [6, 7] or with electrical recording from directionally selective output neurons in the lobula plate [8, 9] revealed two first-order interneurons of the lamina, called 'L1' and 'L2', as providing the main input signals to the motion detector. The two pathways were found to be selective for dark-bright transitions (L1-ON-pathway) and for bright-dark transitions (L2-OFF-pathway), respectively [9] . A follow-up study [10] concluded that two motion detectors operate in parallel, one within each pathway, converging only on the dendrites of the large output neurons. This knowledge has narrowed down the search for the cellular components of the fly motion detector to neurons within the L1-and L2-pathway [11] .
Along these lines, the new work reported in this issue [1] represents an important next step. First, the authors used single-cell transcript profiling to identify the neurotransmitter system used by L1 and L2. This technique provided convincing evidence that L1 is glutamatergic, while L2, and another lamina neuron called 'L4' which is postsynaptic to L2, are cholinergic. This finding will help in the search for postsynaptic partner cells, because these cells should express glutamate and acetylcholine receptors, respectively. Then, the authors anatomically identified those cells that are immediately postsynaptic to L2. Using serial sectioning transmission electron-microscopy, they went all the way through the fly visual system, starting from the lamina and going into the next neuropile layer, the medulla ( Figure 1A ). Tracing each profile and following it section-by-section led to reconstructions of individual neurons, including their synaptic contacts. The cells could be identified by comparing their gestalt to the one obtained from previous Golgi studies [12] .
This approach led to the discovery that L2 contacts, in parallel, two transmedulla neurons, called Tm1 and Tm2 (Figure 2 ). Similar to the lamina where the photoreceptor input is split into an L1 (ON) and an L2 (OFF) pathway, the further splitting of the L2 signal in the medulla might be paralleled by some differential processing. Indeed, in addition to its L2 input from the home cartridge, Tm2 is contacted by L4 that arises from lamina cartridges processing information from anterior locations in visual space (Figure 2 ), while Tm1 is not. Within the lamina, L4-cells already form a web connecting neighboring cartridges to each other [13] .
So, what could this all mean? Takemura et al. [1] offer three possibilities. One is that the whole the brightness values at two adjacent image points after one of them has been delayed by a low-pass filter with a time-constant t. This is done in two mirror-symmetrical subunits, the outputs of which are subtracted from one another (-).
network represented by L2-L4-Tm2 connectivity in the lamina, as well as in the medulla, might represent a spatial filter for the signal in the L2-pathway, possibly adapting the system to different light conditions by pooling the signals from neighboring cartridges before feeding into the motion detector. Alternatively, this network's sole action might be to transform the coordinate system from a hexagonal array onto an orthogonal one, bringing the three axes of symmetry of the facet raster onto a system with two main axes only. However, neither of the above functions would require any directionality, as is present in the network. In contrast, directionality is required for the most exciting hypothesis offered by the authors: the possibility that, in Tm2, the direct input from L2 is compared with the delayed input from the anterior location provided by L4. This would postulate that Tm2 is indeed the first site where direction selectivity originates with a particular sensitivity for front-to-back motion, corresponding to the output of the multiplier in one subunit of the Reichardt detector ( Figure 1C ). Testing these different hypotheses will require direct recordings from Tm2 cells, either optical or electrical, and/or silencing them, again in combination with a behavioral or electrical read-out. Whatever the answer, the paper by Takemura et al. [1] brings us closer to the heart of the fly motion detection circuitry that has been hidden in the jungle of the fly optic lobe for so long.
A recent study comparing sex ratios produced by experimental evolution in spider mites with those predicted by Hamilton's Local Mate Competition Theory clearly demonstrates Evolutionary Theory's success as a quantitatively predictive science. Figure 2 . Circuit diagram detailing the connectivity of the L2-pathway, as described in [1] . In each cartridge of the lamina, the axon terminals of photoreceptors R1-6 converge onto two lamina neurons, L1 and L2. There, L2 also contacts an L4-cell, which in turn contacts L2-and L4-cells in the posterior cartridges in a bidirectional way. Within the corresponding column of the medulla, the L2-cell synapses in parallel onto Tm1 and Tm2. Tm2 receives additional input from the L4-cell originating in the home cartridge as well as from L4-cells located in the anterior cartridges, both in a unidirectional way.
